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Introduction 

The develo~nt of electron-positron linear 
colllders in the TeV energy range will be 
facilitated by the develo~nt of high-power rf 
sources at frequencies above 2856 MHz. Present 
S-band technology, represented by the SLC", 
would require a length in excess of 50 kID per 
linac to accelerate particles to energies above 
1 TeV. By raising the rf driving frequency, the 
rf breakdown lilllit is increased, thereby 
allowing the length of the accelerators to be 
reduced. CUrrent ly available rf power sources 
set the realizable gradient limit in an rf linac 
at frequencies above S-bandZ ,3. 

This paper presents a lIK)del for the frequency 
scaling of linear co 11 iders , with luainosity 
scaled in proportion to the square of the 
center-of-mass energy. Since wakefield effects 
are the doainant deleteriOUS effect, a separate 
single-bunch silllulation model is described which 
calculates the evolution of the be .. bunch with 
specified wakefields, inclucllnl the effects of 
UBing progr~ phase posilioninl and Landau 
dalnpinl. The resul ts presented here have been 
obtained for a S~ structure, scaled in 
proportion to wavelength. 

~ SCaling ~l 
The bea. parameters at the interaction point 

of the collider detet'llline its usefulness for 
experiments. There are e laven such parameters I 
the bunch size (ax. ay • az). the nu.ber of 
part ic les per bunch (If). the nUlllber of bunches 
per rf pulse (b). the rf repet it ion frequency 
(f). the particle energy (y), the total 
luminosity (Ur). the be_trahlung energy loss 
( BSS ). the disrupt ion parameter (D), and the 
average beillll ~r (Pt,). These parameters must 
satisfy the four defining relationships, 
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where "'e is the classical electron radiUS, HO is 
the pinch enhancement factor, Ha is the quantum 
correction factor for be8llllltrahlung, . and P is 
the correction to beamstrahlung for flat beamsz . 

If seven of the quantities are specified, the 
remaining four typically can be computed. There 
are 330 such model "scenarios", SOll8 of which 
are nonsense Since they overspecify one or IIK)re 
of the parameters. Por example, ~ cannot be 
freely specified along with N, y, b, and f. 
Each of the meaningful combinations can provide 

the basis for a scaling study. For the present 
study the parameter set (~, y, b, Bas, ax. ay • 
a z ) is specified, and the model computes N, f, 
0, and Pt, to sat iSfy EqS. ( 1) ( 4) . An 
iterative numerical procedure is used to 
evaluate Ha, thereby self-consistently including 
the transit ion between classical and quantum 
beamstrahlung. Z 

The interaction-point model is independent of 
the details of the acceleration process. Having 
solved this model, an rf linac model is then 
utilized to specify the required accelerator 
parameters. Starting with the average beam 
power, for example. the l1nac model works 
backwards through the energy flow chain to 
obtain the average ac and rf power requiredz , 
Pac = Prf/"rf = Pty( "rf"sT'lbT)' The efficiency 
for each stage is either specified or calculated 
in the model. The ratio of the beillll energy to 
the rf energy stored in the accelerating 
structure is the beillll effiCiency, "bT, which is 
computed from the longitudinal wakefields, as 
described below. The ratio of the energy stored 
in the structure to the inCident rf energy is 
the structure effiCiency, "s, which is specified 
in terms of the attenuation factor, r = wtp/2Q, 
where w is the rf frequency, tp is the fill 
time, and Q is the cavity quality factor. USing 
r = 0.59, "8 = 0.59 is obtained. The rf 
efficiency, "rf. is the ratio of the average rf 
power inCident at the accelerator to the average 
ac power, and ill assumed to be "rf = 0.34.z The 
parameters "s. .. and "rf, have been assumed to 
be independent of frequency. 

The longitudinal and transverse wakefields of 
the accelerating structure are required by the 
scalina model. The present study has utilized 
the known SLAC monopole (Wz(V/C-mJ) and dipole 
(WL(V/C-mZ ]) a-function wakefields which are 
scaled in frequency3. The transverse wakefields 
are used in a Single-bunch simulation model, to 
compute emittance growth and Landau dillllPing, as 
described in the next section. The longitudinal 
wakefields are used to compute the average 
accelerat ing gradient, the energy spread, and 
the beam efficiency. 

The longitudinal wakefield alters the 
effective gradient experienced by a particle at 
phase 9 within the bUnch, relative to the crest 
of the rf wave, to E(9) given by 

(5 ) 

where Eo is the peak gradient, and WZT(9) is the 
integrated longitudinal wakefield 3 at phase 9. 

The single-bunch beam efficiency is defined 
as the ratio of the kinetiC energy gained by the 
bunch to the rf energy stored in the 
accelerating structure, 

(6 ) 
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where ws=Eoz/( 4K L) is the rf energy stored per 
unit length. KL is the loss factor for the 
fundamental accelerating mode, and Ea is the 
average accelerating gradient acting on the 
bunch. 

In the study described here. the rf sources 
are assumed to just compensate for the energy 
sag between bunches. 3 The total beam efficiency 
for b bunches is then given by 

~ = ~(l+(b-l)~J . (7) 

The over-all efficiency of the rf linacs is 
given by ~~nsnrf=~/S. which is typically 
~~. 

During acceleration an energy spread develops 
within the bunch because of the finite extent of 
the bunch on the rf wave and because of the 
effects of the longitudinal wakefields. These 
two effects can be made to counteract each other 
by placing the bunch ahead of the crest of the 
wave. Then, the head of the bunch will ride 
lower on the rf wave than the tail. but the tail 
will experience the decelerating waltefield due 
to the head. The energy spread is defined here 
as three times the standard deviation. a y • of 
the energy distribution. 

A model scenario for a 1 TeV collider can be 
examined aSSuming a total luminosity. Lr=10 n 

m- Zs- 1 • and 6B5=3~ energy loss to 
beamstrahluna:. The beams are assumed round with 
ax = ay = 10- 7 m. The longitudinal bunch Size is 
assumed to be az=O-ZO(ws/w). where WS=27T(2856 
MHz) is the SLAC operat ing frequency. The peak 
acceleratina: gradient is assumed to scale with 
frequency as EO=(SOMV/m)(w/ws). With these 
parameters, the model has been numerically 
computed for various values of aZO' Pigure 1 
shows the resulting curves of average ac power 
per linac va. frequency. Por azo ... lIIm, the 
curves all display a broad min~ in the 
frequency range 4-15 GRz, and show only SIIIil11 
variations in the power required over the entire 
frequency range. With "'ZO=l na, the average ac 
power is approximately 360 HW/linac j: 1~ over 
the entire frequency interval stUdied. Bunch_ 
with "'zO>lIIm suffer large emittance growth 
because they are long enough to span the peak of 
the transverse dipole waltefield. The results 
below. therefore. correspond to aZO = 1 DID. 
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When scaled to X-band (8-12 GHz). the length 
of each linac will be 7.6-4.8 Km, and the number 
of rf fonds per linac wi 11 be in the range 
6300-8000. The number of particles per bunch 
(N) is nearly independent of frequency. while 
the repetition frequency (f) increases 
monotonically with frequency. N is 
approximately 1.39 x 10 40 and f lies in the 
range 280-450 HZ. 

The total efficiency of the accelerator for 
these parameters is 2-3~. and the mimimum energy 
spread is 3ay/Y=O.5~ at 9o=3-S-. At this small 
phase advance, the average accelerating gradient 
is essentially the pealt gradient. The peaK rf 
power required to generate this gradient is 32S 
*/feed. 

The final focus· will require a normalized 
emittance "10- 5 rad-m, which will require 
improvements in the dampina: rings over sr..c, as 
well the control of emittance growth due to 
transverse waltefields. as described in the next 
section. 

single Bunch Makefield Effects 
Usina: a simple model we have investigated 

waltefield effects for a specific TeV linac 
desia:n, using values for bunch size and charge. 
accelerator operating frequency. gradient and 
Iena:th obtained from the scaling model described 
above. 

A bunch is divided into n slices of equal 
thickness, numbered from the front of the bunch, 
i = 1, ... n. The distance of slice i from the 
head of the bunch is denoted ell the charge of 
slice i is Qi. Neither (i nor Qi is allowed to 
chana:e in the model. The centroid Xi and enera:y 
mcZyi of slice i satisfy 
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where a prime denotes a derivative with respect 
to distance z along the accelerator. Wo is the 
phase location of the bunch head on the 
accelerating wave and ~ represents the external 
focusing, in the smooth approximation. Both ~o 
and KS are specified functions of z. 

In addition to the centroid quantities Xi and 
Yip internal dea:ress of freedom of slice i are 
followed by tracking the variances O"xx.io 
"'x'x' .i. and O"xx' ,i, WaKefields do not act 
directly on these variances and the normalized 
emittance of each slice is conserved. 

One may express the normalized emittance of a 
K-V distribution as 
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where CTxx = CTxx, i + xi Z - ii z, etc. and an 
overbar means a (charge weighted) average over 
slices. we have taken (10) as a definition for 
the general case. 

we have considered a sing Ie Gaussian bunch 
with CTz 0.37mm, truncated in the forward 
direction at 4crz and in the backward direction 
~t 2CTz, of total charge -2.2nC traveling through 
a linac operated at 7.79GHz with a peak gradient 
of 135 MeV /m over its length of 7.57 1<l1I. The 
bunch length is chosen so that it does not 
extend beyond the peak of the dp.l ta funct ion 
transverse wake. The bunch is divided into 16 
slices, each initially upright and displaced 11~ 
from the axiS due to injection error with an 
initial energy of 1.7.1 GeV (which is the 
locat ion of the damping rings in st.C) • The 
initial radius of each slice is 110~ and the 
initial normalized emittance of each slice, and 
the bunch, is l.X10- s rad-m. The wake poten
tials used are those of a StAC structure, scaled 
appropriately to operation at 7.79 GHz·3 The 
focus inc in our example has been chosen so that 
a phase shift of 8.1 elm is maintained up to an 
enercy of 22GeV, beyond which the quadrupole 
slrenlllhs are assumed fixed at their maximal 
values; these max~l values are taken to be 5x 
those currently in use at StAC. e The betatron 
phase shift gradually decreases to 1.2-/m at the 
end of the accelerator. 
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Figure 2: Centroid position. energy spread and 
Eml. ttanoe of a Gaussian bunch versus 
distance along a 1 TeV linde. 

Pigure 2 shows plots of Xi> 3ay/Y, and I!!f 
versus z for a case employing a (non-optimized) 
implementation of Landau dampinc. 5 During the 
first half of the accelerator the bunch is 
placed at -20- with respect to the rf crest, 
thereby generating a large energy spread, and, 
consequently, a large spread in betatron wave
leng lhs. 'ntis spread renders the transverse 
wakes less effective Since leading slices no 
longer drive trailing slices exactly at their 
resonant betatron frequency. When the energy 
sp~eau bels ve~y laLl.e Ulle can, after a while, 
actually see the emittance decrease for a time 
as the slices oscillate in nearly opposite phase 

and the wakefields of a leading slice oppose the 
motion of a trailing slice. The result is that 
centroid displacement and emittance growth are 
reduced. 

ouring the second half of the acceleration 
the bunch is shifted to 26.53-, giving the 
correct average gradient in the acceleration 
field to minimize the energy spread. The final 
result is that the final beam emittance is only 
..o f..oct.or of ::: 1.1.5 grt'at.nr t.han t.hp. initial 
emittance while the energy spread, which had 
been as large as 7.2~ during acceleration, 
achieves a final value very close to that for 
the case without Landau damping, namely 0.55~. 
This final beam quality has been achieved at a 
cost of 7~ in final energy. When Landau damping 
is not used, the emittance is found to grow by a 
factor of 18 from its initial value. 
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